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THE ART OF STYLE
The S.T. Dupont art of style falls into six different profiles, each associated with

its own iconic pieces. Find out which profile fits you.

BUSINESSMAN

HIGH PERFORMER

CASUAL CHIC

AESTHETE

BLACK TIE

SIMPLY ELEGANT
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BUSINESSMAN
From the City and La Défense to Manhattan, he is well-aware of what works best for him:

an understated, efficient style of subtle elegance to accompany his day-to-day life.

Palladium finish natural lacquer lighter 
Ligne 2 Fire Head 

One gusset briefcase 
Line D

Palladium finish Auto-reversible
Business belt

Travel conference pad
Line D
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Palladium finish cufflinks 

Simple pen case
Line D

Palladium finish natural lacquer lighter 
Ligne 2

Yellow gold finish Natural lacquer fountain pen
Line D 

BUSINESSMAN

Double Godron
Palladium finish tie clip 

7

Palladium finish natural lacquer conver-
tible rollerball pen 

Line D 
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CASUAL CHIC

Small laptop and document holder
Perforated Leather

Défi

Perforated Leather and Palladium finish
ballpoint pen 
Défi

When the weekend finally comes, he looks for comfort at all costs, but with a chic, nomadic spirit.
His wardrobe becomes more casual, but stays stylish.
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CASUAL CHIC

Credit card holder 
Line D 

Composite and palladium
finish fountain pen 

Défi

Leather and palladium finish reversible belt
Line D 

Brushed chrome finish lighter 
Slim 7

11

Mother of pearl and Inox finish cufflinks
Label collection

Chrome finish lighter
Minijet 
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To brave the most extreme conditions, he knows exactly what equipment he needs
– particularly when it comes to the latest high-tech products. In any situation, his choices combine 

high technology with the latest trends.

HIGH PERFORMER

Composite and palladium fi-
nish ballpoint pen 

Défi

Lighter 
Défi Extrême 
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HIGH PERFORMER

15

Laptop and document holder
Défi

McLaren Laptop Backpack
Défi

Backpack
Line D Soft Diamond Grained leather 

Lighter chrome
Slim 7

Credit cards holder, Carbon Leather 
Défi 

Ceramium A.C.T. finish Iron Man
convertible rollerball pen 

Line D
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BLACK TIE

Yellow gold finish natural lacquer 
convertible rollerball pen

Line D

Yellow gold finish natural lacquer lighter
Ligne 2

Simply and elegantly dressed while showing sophistication and attention to detail, he can seamlessly 
move from a private gallery viewing to rooftop cocktails at a chic hotel.
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BLACK TIE

Credit cards holder, 
Line D Leather Fire Head Pattern 

White bronze finish lighter
Initial 

Cigar cutter 
MaxiJet 

Ebony and palladium finish Humidor 
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Palladium finish natural lacquer fountain pen 
Line D Fire Head

Alligator and inox finish cufflinks
Label collection
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AESTHETE

Fender natural lacquer lighter
Ligne 2

Fender yellow gold finish natural lacquer 
convertible rollerball pen

Line D 

Document holder
Line D

Demanding when it comes to choosing materials or selecting colours, his appreciation of beauty 
means he always favours excellence – ever the precise and subtle perfectionist.
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AESTHETE

Billfold 6 credit cards,
leather gold finishes 

Atelier

23

Palladium finish natural lacquer
rollerball pen

Atelier

Exotic belt Document holder
Atelier

Palladium finish natural lacquer
rollerball pen

Atelier

Mother of pearl and Inox finish cufflinks
Label collection
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SIMPLY ELEGANT

Palladium finish natural lacquer lighter
Atelier

Yellow gold finish natural nacquer ballpoint 
pen

Classique

Document holder
Line D

The ultimate in intuitive elegance.
She is naturally blessed with an instinctively chic style. 
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SIMPLY ELEGANT

Exotic belt

Document holder
Atelier

Palladium finish natural lacquer
rollerball pen 

Liberté

27

Palladium finish natural lacquer
rollerball pen

Atelier

Zippered long walled
Line D Fire Head

Golden bronze finish lighter
Initial

Brushed copper finish lighter
Slim 7
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LIMITED EDITIONS

405811
Defi ball point

Palladium

016156
Ligne 2 lighter

Palladium

Line D Writing instruments
145033 - Ball point 

142033 - Convertible roller
141033 - Fountain pen

The epic saga created by George Lucas takes on a new dimension with S.T.Dupont’s contribution
in the form of a spectacular limited edition. The Défi X-wingTM ballpoint writing instrument,
whose streamlined shape is inspired by the aeronautical industry, is the ideal model to evoke

the Rebel Alliance fighters’ agility in flight collection.

S.T.Dupont has created a spectacular lighter, featuring the iconic gun barrel.
The Spectre lighter is the only lighter in the world with this unique design.

©&™ Lucasfilm Ltd.
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005101PC
Cufflinks

Yellow gold

180101PC
Billfold 6 credit cards

Full-grain Line D Diamond Leather
Vintage brown

C3WILDWEST
Néoclassique writing instruments and Ligne 2 lighter

Precious heather wood, palladium and Line D Diamond leather
Limited to 88 numbered pieces

A new collaboration between S.T. Dupont and The Walt Disney Company celebrates 
the global phenomenon of Pirates of the Caribbean in a collection embracing the iconic characters

and symbols of this incredible saga. S.T. Dupont  has imagined a new billfold
made in full-grain Line D Diamond leather with movie series famous pattern details.

At the core of this new Collection is an exquisite pen. Executed in brass and finished in gold, its baroque 
detailing includes a hidden treasure: the iconic Pirates of the Caribbean skull.

Also among the treasure chest of accessories is a pair of cufflinks, each featuring a skull and crossed 
bones in weighty brass.

The legends of the West continue to inspire thanks to the frontier morality of the American pioneers..
It also depicts the White Hat versus Black hat, good against evil.

The attraction for wide open space, the Western saloon  decorated with minute engravings inherited 
from the Neoclassic style, so many strong codes that inspired the new limited edition.

The Prestige Collection, limited to 600 numbered pieces, celebrates the rugged beauty, with a writing 
instrument and lighter clad in precious wood. Each with a matching holster of Line D Diamond Leather.

265101
New partnership pen with a plexiglass base

Ball point
Yellow gold
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LIMITED EDITIONS
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